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1. Introduction



• growth in literature on rebounds over
last decade

• empirical studies focus on 
households, but rebounds also occur
within firms, sector level and on 
macro-economic level

• Several prominent typologies
(Greening et al 2000, Sorrell 2007), 
but terminology often inconsistent, 
mechanisms unclear confusion

• Not much research focussing on 
policies for tackling rebounds
(Vivanco et al 2016); types of 
instruments

• Need to know more about their
design, effectiveness, combinations, 
but also political feasibility

1. Introduction

(((TS = Rebound AND TS = (energy efficiency OR energy saving* OR energy conservation))))  AND LANGUAGE: (English) 

AND DOCUMENT TYPES: (Article OR  Discussion). Timespan=All years. Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, ESCI

Source: Lange, Kern et al 2021



2. Rebounds



A rebound effect is the size of 

the impact of rebound 

mechanisms on energy 

consumption in relation to the 

theoretical energy saving 

potential of an energy 

efficiency improvement.
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2. Rebounds: effects and mechanisms

Source: Lange, Kern et al 2021



2. Rebounds: our proposed typology

Source: Lange, Kern et al 2021



2. Rebounds: empirical estimates

How big is the problem?

• Structural Factor-Augmented Vector 
Autoregression model (S-FAVAR)

• Method enables accounting for the 
dynamic economic responses to 
energy efficiency improvements of 
potential confounders

• Economy-wide rebound effects of 78-
101% after two years in France, 
Germany, Italy, the U.K., and the U.S.

• Cost reducing efficiency innovations 
do not significantly reduce energy 
consumption in the long run



2. Rebounds: empirical estimates

How big is the problem?

• Analysis of official firm level data 
on the entire manufacturing 
industry in Germany

• Quantile regression to benchmark 
relative efficiency improvements 
(REI)

• REI lead to a reduction of energy 
use as well as an increase in 
production

• Firms, which at the same time 
increase their investment in R&D or 
share of labour costs, show 
relatively smaller rebound effects

• Effects on overall energy use 
difficult to ascertain

 Workshop 1

Source: Berner et al



2. Rebounds: as drivers of economic growth

How big is the problem?

• Various economic theories see important relationship between energy 
efficiency improvements and growth

• But size of effects are contested across schools of thought

• Based on Odysee database our estimation shows that the growth-rebound 
effect is significant (20-47%)

• Policy trade-off between aiming to reduce rebounds and aiming for growth

 Workshop 4

Source: Lange und Berner



2. Rebounds: ex-ante modelling

How big is the problem?

• Macroeconometric model: Economy-wide rebound effect of almost 20% 
(without some effects at global level)

Total final energy consumptionRebound effects in German industries in 

2030



3. Policy



German manufacturing sector: 
How to minimize rebounds while increasing energy efficiency?

Four sets of policy measures have been modelled

• Magnitude of policies, compensation and socio-economic effects differ

3. Policy

 Workshop 2

Policy measures Final energy 
consumption GDP Employment

Reinvestment requirement - 0 0

CO₂-pricing and 

recycling (EEG levy)
--- - 0

Tax reform -- - 0

Working time reduction - --- +++



• Reduction of energy use mainly in transport and private households due to high carbon and energy 
prices 

3. Policy

Change in final energy use

Efficiency scenario (left) against combined policy set (right)



4. Politics



How to design an acceptable and effective policy mix to tackle rebounds?

„Policy innovation lab“ 

• transdisciplinary research approach

• 4 stakeholder workshops

• 3 advisory board meetings

• 15 stakeholder interviews

Co-creation of policy mix:

• Suggestions for policies and their design

• Qualitatively assessing individual instruments

• Selection and combining them into a mix 

4. Politics

Source: Lang et al. (2012, p. 28 )



How is the potential of policies judged by stakeholders?

4. Politics

 Workshop 3
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5. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations



• Novel typology developed

• Various methods used to estimate rebounds in Germany 

• novel mixed methods approach (policy innovation lab and 
modelling) to develop policy mix proposals for German energy 
policy

• Rebound effects have been included in macro modelling of 
energy policy measures in German manufacturing for the first 
time

• Model PANTA RHEI has been applied before, e.g. for socio-
economic impact assessment for the German NECP in 2020

5. Conclusions (I)



• Rebound effects of almost 20% of energy efficiency improvement 
in German manufacturing sector  means gap to meeting targets 
increases

• Carbon prices (or caps) are powerful against rebound effects, but 
problems of acceptance, international competitiveness and 
distributional effects

• Potential trade-off between legally defined electricity price 
reduction and rebounds (energy efficiency first!)

• With more ambitious climate targets, rebound effects and 
measures to compensate for them need to be taken more seriously

5. Conclusions (II)



(1) Need awareness raising for rebounds through 
target-group specific communication strategy, 
positive narrative (co-benefits); inclusion in 
impact assessments & policy evaluation

(2) Wider policy mix needed to incentivise
energy efficiency and reduce rebounds in 
order to meet 2030/2050 targets

(3) In order to achieve climate neutrality, 
transformation strategy beyond efficiency 
needed  precautionary post-growth 
approach (Petschow et al 2020)

5. Policy recommendations
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